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Attendees:    Curtis Bish, City of Aurora – PROS 
  Craig Perl,   City of Aurora – Public Works 
  Katie Thompson, City of Aurora 
  Jon Villines, City of Aurora – Water  
  Andrew Pihaly, City of Commerce City 
  Cincere Eades, City of Denver – Parks and Rec 
  Jeremy Hamer, City of Denver – Floodplain  
  David Morrisey, City of Denver – Floodplain  
  Sam Pavone, City of Denver – Wastewater CPM 
  Morgan Lynch, Urban Drainage and Flood Control District 
  Shea Thomas, Urban Drainage and Flood Control District  
  Craig Jacobson,  ICON Engineering 
  Jaclyn Michaelsen,  ICON Engineering 
  Jeremy Deischer,  ICON Engineering 

Baseline Hydrology Report Overview 

ICON provided an overview of the DRAFT Baseline Hydrology Report that was submitted to 
stakeholders October 24th.  Each aspect of the hydrology was discussed in further detail. 

Subwatershed Delineation: 

 Jon Villines noted the existing Original Aurora and Peoria Street Outfall studies that the 
City provided.  The basin delineations for the Original Aurora and Westerly Creek FHAD 
studies significantly overlapped.  The Original Aurora subwatersheds were summarized 
into one subbasin to account for the area not included in the Westerly Creek FHAD. The 
basin delineations for the Peoria Street Outfall only accounted for basins directly 
tributary to this outfall. These subwatersheds were summarized into one subbasin for the 
Sand Creek study. 

Rainfall: 

 David Morrisey suggested examining the isopluvial maps in NOAA 14 to see how rainfall 
spatially varied throughout the basin.  The team discussed how using spatially varied 
rainfall data and different temporal distributions for each subwatershed might impact the 
response time of each watershed and concluded that other rainfall distribution 
combinations should be checked to determine a realistic worst case for 100-year flood 
peaks.  The response time of each watershed was a key point of discussion given the 
two distinct peaks produced by the hydrologic analysis and based on the 181 square 
mile watershed area being 35 miles long by 8 miles wide. 

Existing Imperviousness: 

 The City of Aurora and the City of Denver indicated they prefer using the existing 
impervious layers for subwatersheds in their jurisdictions, pointing out that impervious 
values for single family in Table 2.1 may be too low based on current zoning trends.  
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ICON will revise the existing impervious values to reflect each jurisdictions impervious 
values. 

Future Imperviousness: 

 The City of Denver commented that the future impervious values used in this study were 
lower than the general values in the City of Denver Stormwater Master Plan.  ICON will 
review the City of Denver Stormwater Master Plan to see what land use assumptions 
were used in the development of that study.  

 David Morrisey expressed concern with the future impervious values. As redevelopment 
occurs within the City of Denver he indicated there were areas that could be significantly 
higher impervious values than the current zoning indicates, pointing out that impervious 
values for single family in Table 2.1 may be too low based on current zoning trends. 
Both the City of Aurora and City of Denver noted that the future zoning classifications 
had not been updated in some time and may not reflect the most up to date information.  
ICON will provide the zoning classification shapefile to Aurora and Denver to review and 
provide their recommendations on imperviousness values to be used as part of this 
study.  

The team discussed the stream gage located upstream of the mouth of Sand Creek.  Morgan 
previously discussed the stream gage data with Kevin Stewart who indicated he did not believe 
the data was consistent enough to be used for statistical analysis.  Morgan and Shea would 
have further discussions with Kevin to get more detail regarding the gage validity.  They will also 
review the analysis completed by WWE with the South Platte River CLOMR.   

Jeremy Hamer brought up that Denver is very concerned that the peak discharges are lower 
than anticipated, based on results from a Peak FQ analysis and peak discharge history provided 
in the report.  The Peak FQ analysis from the SPR hydrology CLOMR used 19 years of data 
leading to wide confidence bands.  The Peak FQ 100-yr estimate is 20,080 cfs but has a 
midpoint of about 30,000 cfs.  The existing conditions 100-yr peak of 11,420 is lower than the 
Peak FQ 95% lower confidence limit.  The Peak FQ for the South Platte River CLOMR used the 
gage at the mouth, it was discussed that the results may be impacted by the location and 
diversion upstream of the gage. 

Denver noted that since 1948 there have been 4 reported discharges close to, or above, the 
existing conditions 100-yr peak discharges documented in the Draft Hydrology.  Two of the 
historic discharges are higher than the future conditions 100-yr discharge presented in the 
report. 

Denver voiced concern about the double peaks and that it be validated somehow, possibly with 
gage data.  The team discussed obtaining additional stream gage data from USGS or Kevin 
Stewart since only limited data from these gages online is available online.  Jeremy Hamer 
requested that reason for double peaks be well documented in report and it must be defensible 
because if the double hydrographs start to coincide or if the peaks fully coincide, the resulting 
peaks could be significantly higher.  Shea mentioned that this is also important because FEMA 
needs to buy-off as well for the FHAD.  David indicated that it is imperative to find the realistic 
worst case scenario considering everything from here on out depends on the hydrology and 
requested some sensitivity analysis using different storms on different parts of the basin to see 
how peak(s) are impacted.  For example, a 6-hr storm on the upper part of the basin with 1-hr or 
2-hr event on the lower basin, and vice versa.  The team discussed the basin size and shape 
and how storms track in this part of the region.  Jeremy Hamer was concerned about storm 
moving up the basin (south to north), Shea indicated that storms typically move northeasterly 
but Jeremy Hamer concerned about rare events (for example, how did storms track in the large 
events such as 1965 and 2013?). 
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Shea questioned the reduction shown at Colfax Avenue since the only change was a 
conversion to CUHP 2.0 using NOAA 14 rainfall values.  UDFCD noted that a full review of the 
model had not been completed and would evaluate this area in further detail.  Shea noted the 
2012 Sand Creek Colfax to Yale FHAD as a comparison and that the 2012 FHAD study used a 
lower 6 hour rainfall (3.4 in) compared to this study (3.69 in), a 29% decrease was not 
anticipated.  UDFCD and ICON will review this conversion to understand the changes. 

To help clarify process of converting each existing study to CUHP v.2.0 / EPA SWMM 5, ICON 
will provide a technical memo documenting each step and intermediate results of the conversion 
process.  Intermediate results will be provided for converting the existing study to CUHP v.2.0, 
utilizing a 6-hour rainfall distribution, and then incorporating NOAA 14 rainfall values.  Providing 
results at each step will help the team identify the influence each step of the conversion process 
had on the overall reduction in peak discharges.  The Toll Gate Creek watershed, which 
included the conversion of three existing studies, was selected to be the subject of the 
documentation.  ICON and UDFCD will discuss any necessary changes to the original scope 
following the review of the models and technical memo. 

There was a consensus that the extent of the effort required for the baseline hydrology has 
changed now that the report has been submitted and shows a 40% decrease in 100-year peaks. 
Although we had anticipated that the baseline hydrology was going to be a single iteration, 
based on the results additional scope will be required to complete the hydrology.  Once UDFCD 
has had an opportunity to compile comments and discuss the gage analysis completed with the 
South Platte River CLOMR, the Sponsors will discuss next steps for the analysis. 

Katie Thompson with the City of Aurora provided background on the Triple Creek Trail project 
located just upstream of Colfax Avenue.  During the hydraulic analysis for the trail project Muller 
Engineering identified a spill of the 100-year discharge overtopping Colfax Avenue which was 
not identified in the effective information.  The newly identified spill location complicated the 
floodplain/floodway tie-in.  The City was hoping that the new study would help clarify this issue 
and the floodplain limits around Colfax.  The City also noted that they are in process of obtaining 
a grant for this work and looking at construction early 2018.  They asked about the possibility of 
fast tracking this portion of the FHAD for base information to use in a FEMA CLOMR submittal.  
It was noted that the FHAD had not yet been initiated.  Morgan also expected that it may take to 
the end of the year to resolve the hydrology.  Morgan will have further discussions with the City 
of Aurora about possible ways to proceed in this area.  Denver expressed concern about 
whether the schedule for completing a CLOMR using revised hydrology could be met 
considering the complexity of the additional work required to validate the baseline hydrology. 

Jay Henke no longer works for City and County of Denver.  CCD is hopeful that his replacement 
will be in place prior to starting Alternatives Analysis where that position’s input is crucial. 

Next Steps 

 The team requested more documentation be provided on the process of converting each 
existing study to CUHP v.2.0 and NOAA 14 rainfall.  Further documentation will be 
added to the report showing what was changed in each study.   

 ICON will document the step by step procedure providing hydrologic results at each step 
of the conversion process.  The technical memo of the conversion process will be 
included in the appendices of the report.   
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Action Items: 

1. ICON will examine the NOAA 14 isopluvial maps to determine the impact spatially varied 
rainfall would have on the basin hydrology. 

2. ICON will revise the existing impervious values for subwatersheds within the City of 
Denver and City of Aurora to reflect their impervious layers. 

3. ICON will review the land use assumptions in the City of Denver Stormwater Master 
Plan and compare the impervious values to the recommended USDCM values. 

4. City of Aurora and City of Denver will review and provide recommendations on future 
imperviousness classifications. 

5. ICON will provide the technical memo on Toll Gate Creek outlining the step by step 
conversion procedure.  

 
- END OF MEETING-- 

 
To the best of my knowledge, these minutes are a factual account of the business conducted, 
the discussions that took place, and the decisions that were reached at the subject meeting.  
Please direct any exceptions to these minutes in writing to the undersigned within ten (10) days 
of the issue date appearing herein.  Failure to do so will constitute acceptance of these minutes 
as statements of fact in which you concur. 

 

Minutes prepared by:    
    
    Jeremy Deischer, EI   Revised: November 14, 2017 
    ICON Engineering, Inc. 






